
University Courses and Curriculum Committee 
Minutes of Meeting 

January 19, 2017 
9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

Monroe Library, Seminar Room 4 
 

Members Present:  Marc Manganaro, Angie Hoffer Brocato, Bill Locander, Tony Decuir, Laurie 

Phillips, Vicki Vega, Maria Calzada (proxy for Lydia Voigt,) Brad Petitfils, Michael 

Rachal, Desiree Rodriguez 

The University Courses & Curriculum Committee met on Thursday, January 19, 2017 at 9:30-11:00 a.m. 

in Monroe Library, Seminar Room 4. The minutes of January 12, 2017 were approved as submitted. Dr. 

Manganaro called the meeting to order. 

 

Old Business  

Dr. Calzada, as Lydia Voigt’s proxy, presented the following Loyola Core proposal  

1. Loyola Core 
a. Writing about Literature ENGL N200 Level – Aspects of Love  

i. UCCC asked for significant revisions to the syllabus, revision has been returned.  
ii. Concern: no absences excused. 

iii. Concern: reading materials delivered as electronic texts to email, should be on 
Blackboard and should be accessible by students. Some students may need 
resources.  

iv. Attendance policy – professor should work with ODS on an attendance policy.  

v. Materials must be put on Blackboard and must be accessible, cannot be 

delivered by email. 

vi. Concern: in the course syllabus, graded activities only add up to 90%. 

vii. Concern: tone of syllabus is inappropriate. 

viii. Should work with ODS on all aspects of this syllabus to ensure course is flexible 

enough to offer reasonable accommodation for students.  

ix. Course may have been taught experimentally in the past, will need to check. 

May want to consider disallowing future experimental courses.  

x. Will return course again and request appropriate revisions 

New Business  

Drs. Maria Calzada and Melanie McKay presented the following interdisciplinary proposal 

1. Interdisciplinary Proposals    

a. BA in Interdisciplinary Studies (Non-Traditional) Program     

i Loyola has lost non-traditional programs due to loss of City College and BLS 

programs.  

ii Loyola was able to reduce non-traditional, part-time tuition.  



iii CAS College Assembly saw data indicating significant drop in student attendance 

after loss of City College. Interest in developing programs for non-traditional 

students.  

iv Met with interested faculty, made a proposal and received feedback from faculty. 

Developed a better proposal, has support from faculty in CAS.  

v Manganaro spoke to Patricia Pearce about GPS concerns, program would need to be 

embedded in a college where these offerings have an organizational home. CAS 

appropriate 

vi BLS Report 

1 Failing BLS program based on high tuition pricing students out 

2 Neither BLS had a real college home for organizational capacity 

vii Asking to add a Bachelor of Arts degree, housed in CAS, part-time tuition 

1 First major is Interdisciplinary Studies major 

2 Expect to build out majors in the future 

3 Hoping other colleges will consider this model 

4 Interdisciplinary part can include courses from other colleges 

viii Comparison in the City 

1 UNO comparison 

2 Tulane comparison 

3 Loyola more expensive than Tulane for a 3 crs course and fees 

4 Changes in tuition for part-time will allow Loyola to be competitive 

ix Budget presented to proposal – very conservative 

1 Shows enrollments going to 100 within 5 years 

2 At peak, City College had 360 non-Nursing enrollments per year 

3 Conservative estimate: returns $300K+ net  

4 City College estimate (300 enrollments per year) returns over $1M net 

x Interest by faculty in CAS important 

1 Need faculty committed to teach at night-time 

2 Online courses will need investment 

3 Need ordinary and extraordinary faculty willing to teach 

4 CAS working to get scheduling across the day, more interest in online 

offerings 

xi Staffing night classes 

1 Have funding in proposal for adjuncts 

a Concern: accreditation issues from hiring too many adjuncts 

2 Interested in getting many of these courses offered online 

3 Faculty now realizing the financial situation of the university, more open to 

teaching at night.  

4 Concern: some faculty will not be willing to teach at night, will consider it an 

employment hardship if assigned to teach at night 

5 Expecting 20 – 40 students in initial years, would be supported by faculty 

xii Staffing online courses 

1 Noel-Levitz and other consultants have all recommended expanding online 

course offerings.  



2 Concern: Loyola has resources to facilitate creation of online course 

offerings, but it is significantly limited. Will need technical support and 

curriculum development support. 

xiii Concern: is there support from CAS chairs? Yes. They were in the meeting.  

xiv Concern: City College facilitated a culture of faculty understanding who their 

students were, developed rapport between faculty and adult learners. Would like to 

prioritize human interaction.  

xv Concern: students paying traditional rate in same classes as those paying non-

traditional rate 

1 Non-traditional students are not participating in full UG experience at 

Loyola 

2 How to build the program?  

3 Marketing – non-traditional learners do not enroll like traditional UG. See 

programs and sign up.  

4 Many students will likely be degree completers – will already have college 

credit.  

5 Concern: would need commitment from Marketing to launch program 

xvi Suggested: go through the students who have left Loyola for financial reasons.  

xvii Concern: students who see the loophole, leave “traditional” status and take “non-

traditional” tuition. 

xviii Concern: DPCL needs to list total as 120 

xix Concern: What is the reasoning behind 30 required hours for Loyola Core?  

1 Non-traditional, City College has traditionally had only 30 crs required for 

general education 

2 Where will their transfer credits go? Electives.  

3 This is the existing LC requirement for non-traditional programs, also 

includes 60 crs of electives. Allows for maximum flexibility of transfer.  

4 Program will require good advising to look at transfer courses and help 

decide Interdisciplinary areas that will participate.  

xx Loyola needs to be much more adaptable and flexible with regard to transfer 

credits. 

xxi Concern: what are the admissions requirements to make sure adult students are 

ready for college-level writing and computers, information literacy, etc? Will be 

including two required courses to help make sure adult students are supported.  

xxii Can students in this program complete minors? 

1 Will need to review that, if minor courses aren’t offered at night or online, 

this could be limited. May need to limit through advising, but will need to 

approve.  

2 Take minor off DPCL  

xxiii One of the most divisive issues on campus is the perceived difference in rigor 

between evening and daytime/non-traditional and traditional. Will need to make 

sure this doesn’t happen.  

1 Will need dedicated faculty and an organizational home to help diminish 

that. 



2 Even if the program is looked at by some faculty as a lesser degree, mission 

is still to educate students with rigor. Success of program will solve this over 

time.  

xxiv Concern: interdisciplinary focus should be listed on the transcript  

1 Student Records looking at ways to select ID concentration  

xxv Concern: “discipline” will be a term, but will work like concentration.  

xxvi LIBR G210 – Information Literacy and Interdisciplinary Research 

1 Students attracted to non-traditional programs would be supported by 

having a modernized course that engaged with information literacy and 

research. 

2 Anticipated as a hybrid online/in-person course, first taught in 2018 Spring. 

3 Students returning to college could have some hands-on activities to make 

sure students are familiar with new technologies and practices 

4 Is course restricted? Not at this time. If it becomes popular could assign 

priority to non-traditional.  

xxvii Concern: Information Systems course in CoB has been difficult, would LIBR G210 

run into the same problems?  

1 Not an information systems course. This is about finding sources, evaluating 

them, and using them appropriately in college level research.  

2 What is difference between popular research, quality research, and 

scholarly peer-reviewed research. Credential implication of bias, source 

implication of bias.  

3 Teaches appropriate citation, how to do that, how and why to reference 

someone else’s work.  

4 With an Interdisciplinary degree, makes sure students will get this 

information.  

xxviii Motion to approve program and course, second. Motion passes.  

 

2. Other Topics  

a. Computer certificate  

i. Design program has been contacted.  

ii. Computer Science program has been contacted. 

b. Syllabus for Study Abroad courses; Study Abroad provides specific language about 

disability and mobility. Health and Fitness sections.  

i. Will affect RELS and VISA courses approved last week. Please make sure they 

update.  

ii. Maybe SCLC develop a template or criteria to check this.  

iii. Is there an Online Committee for review of online courses? Need to double 

check.  

The meeting adjourned at 11:00 a.m. 

 


